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• KEIRAS LINE-AGE PROTECTION
antioxidant and Antiaging with plant stem cells

SHAMPOO AGE PROTECTION
Enriched with stem cells that reactivate the moisture balance is ideal to nourish and
strengthen all hair types is protecting them from weather damage and aging. Protects
giving body and shine. Protected hair is soft and shiny ' shining ' of renewed youth.
packaging: bottle of 250 ml.

MASK AGE PROTECTION
Ideal for all hair types ' acts in synergy with KEIRAS SHAMPOO AGE PROTECTION. The
presence of stem cells that regenerate the scalp is combined with the natural hair
Wellness ' restorative ingredients and make them more substantial tactile and guarded by
reconstructed ' aging damage.
packaging: 250 ml tube and 500 ml jar.

REBUILDING SERUM AGE PROTECTION
powered by Keratin
Ideal for all hair types is concentrated SERUM KEIRAS RECONSTRUCTION stem cell
PROTECTION is a specific AGE and keratin that completes the treatment KEIRAS AGE
PROTECTION ' maintaining and extending a long time effects. Stem cells are reactivated
the moisture balance while keratin ensures consistency and strength to hair,
reconstructive action for a result
of renewed youth.
directions for use: shake well before use and long the product. Wash your hair with
SHAMPOO KEIRAS AGE PROTECTION and apply the MASK KEIRAS AGE
PROTECTION. On damp hair towel-dried hair 10/15 ml of SERUM AGE KEIRAS deploy
PROTECTION along its entire length. Massage well to facilitate the penetration of the
product and leave on for 5 minutes. Do not rinse and dry as usual. If you want to use the
plate.
packaging: bottle of 80 ml.
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• VOLUMISING-THIN HAIR with collagen and hyaluronic acid

SHAMPOO VOLUME BOOST
Allows a strong volume effect thanks to the benefits of collagen and hyaluronic acid. The
power tonic and collagen texturing returns limp hair thinner ' while hyaluronic acid gives
nourishment and hydration is encouraging the regeneration of hair follicles.
packaging: bottle of 250 ml.

VOLUMIZING PLUMPING SERUM
Ideal for fine hair that lack volume and tend to flatten out. Enriched with hyaluronic acid to
nourish and moisturize in depth ' and ' collagen which gives volume and body ' amplifies
and densifica the hair fiber is strengthening it from the bottom. Hair more voluminous '
fleshed out ' shining with health and energy.
packaging: bottle of 100 ml.
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